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Cathedral Dreams

This is my church, pulling out 
long notes on my organs.
We had to crack the windows, 
because I confessed too many times
of dreaming about watching escaped chickens 
be bludgeoned on the side of the road.

We can heal this, turn my heart over
to every apology I never gave. I'm sorry
I let the salad you made for me rot
& I'm sorry I squeezed your wrist 
hard
when you were just trying.

Come into it with me,
this cathedral of my failings
& I'll pray
for your forgiveness,
for all the love you deserve 
that I can't yet summon.
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#120

I wake up in the passenger seat of a car. 
Interior is murky teal,
skyline outside a pastel inferno. 
A figure, back to me
leaning against the hood, 
long saxophone on the radio.

sound cuts 
sky melts 
figure turns.
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Cobalt

There is a cobalt boar
wrapping its tusks around my ribcage, drooling 
watercolor onto the trees growing
within me. My blood
on an endearing road trip
like creamsicles in the summer. 
Wring me out like ripe fruit
& sweetness comes out.
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Obsidian Kisses

A painting of Pluto:
Obsidian ramparts leaning over ochre dunes, 
petulant children unprepared
to grow into a world for anyone but themselves. 
It's like them to live in isolation,
an Arrakis without worms
only visited by a gazing deep blue 
looming.
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Longing Days

Painting white horse heads 
onto the trees.
They look up to guiding stars, 
mother river.

There are no edges here
just portals to all the times we've been loved 
bored into bark.

Put ear to the dirt & listen
to splitting thunder underneath. 
Charming eons shifting in the womb, 
ready to be birthed
into the warmest of our moments.
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Outlaw

Rocky outcrops, outlaws swaying 
to a drum beat played on my skull. 
Draconic chimeras crawl
through my forehead, leaking appetite 
into my cheekbone cups.
I am bone utensil 
waiting for dinner.
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Smoking Shores

I dreamed your get well soon card 
was carved into the dry wall
& flies gushed out
of each serrated letter

They formed a suit around me 
as our house began to burn.
I stood over you
& could hear gasps for breath.
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Whale Bones

There is a graveyard for heroes, 
tombstones made of whale bones. 
Their legs kick earth off
like abusive sheets.

Bodies seep through like restless ink. 
They sing
& bones vibrate.
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Scraping Walls

Two red planets face each other 
across howling emptiness.
Both driven mad from the edge of it all. 
Aligned,
they extend their tongues.
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Shrine

In a skin tight dress, you make a speech 
about orderly chaos. I gave up on you 
four lifestyle changes ago. You knew it
& let me feel it, digging in 
with barbed mandibles.

I feel my back pull open
& you coil around my spine, a fetish 
wallowing inside me.
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Furnaces

American pioneers stay up late
to fall asleep with the TV on. 

Furnaces instead of souls
& we breathe
like we swallowed chlorine.

Clocks stare upwards,
faces at the bottom of a well. 
There is no escape,
so we stuff messages into liquor bottles
& send them to known corners.
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Staring Into Brown

A bison rests on the horizon,
& I'm the only one who can see it. 
Dead grass snaps beneath us
like empty bottles. 
We both dread long drives, being left behind, 
morning. We hide
& I make sure.
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Silence

This should all be a memory
but it's not, like walking down a trail 
no trees, sky, sound
a drained ocean that still wants me 
to swim, so it asks to be cut open
& searched thoroughly.
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Discs

When I was young I was taught
fun is loud, & loud
is annoying. I lived in a museum
of eardrums, priceless coddled does.

I grew up a gramophone, 
needle pinched
& rotor smoking.

I want to sing for you
but I was broken long before.
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#127

Sharpening my teeth on pine needles 
laced with Dramamine.
You stare me down like I'm figured out. 
Maybe I am, but I maintain
there's a revelation planted deep within me, 
waiting to be beaten out.
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Expect Wolves

“Expect wolves,” you whispered
before you spent six years dissecting me
& programming in
insatiable thirst, hallucinations
of maws snapping shut behind me.

You learned my insides better than anyone, 
so I'd run to you
when I needed repairs. You arms were a workshop,
& I was in love
with operating as designed.

You left when maintenance became too demanding. 
So the thirst surrounded, gnashing its cuspids 
muzzle curled back.
I drained myself to keep it at bay, constantly refilling 
on the few memories you left.
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Apology

This is finding a way to say I'm sorry 
for ruining the artisan bread
with peanut better,
the same way I unscrewed all your gifts.
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Starry Eyed Limestone

Jazz is buried in pyramids,
built into the limestone. It hums 
for itself, long notes at night. 
Such majesty must be granted,
like a planet squeezing life
out of its galaxy. A cratered serpent 
compressing.
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Wind & Wire

There's a well in the town I grew up 
grown over by barbed wire,
itself rusted. I still believe
wind shakes through the metal
into the stone
& reservoir vibrates, sings
with golden water in its mouth.
The town recedes into a waking dream 
of Celtic lore & love.
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Going Home

I smell rotting wood
a cross country road trip gone sour, 
visiting hard corners & eyes.

We argue, stress over being lost,
dig nails into the dashboard. 
White noise is born on every radio station,
yet we still swat each other's hands 
off the dial. Soon we'll turn around
& go home, convince ourselves 
it was the destination.
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Gifts

In the mist of morning, I can see
the shadow you came to offer
so I'd never be alone.

Didn't want to be, so I locked it up
& I'm sorry you have to find out like this. 
I couldn't trust it to be alone,
always knowing the best way to hurt itself.

I built a suit of locks
to keep its hands away from the rest.
I want to hold them,
but you know as well as I do 
there's nothing there to clutch.
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Burial

4 A.M., I pick up the phone
to you sobbing & burying words 
with your tongue. My head
is a hemp bag of gray hair 
thanks to you.
But we try, & you wake me 
because it's endearing.

We've written letters, telling each other 
our children will be monsters
pacing the earth, & that's okay.
There's no need to continue ourselves 
with so many sunsets to choose from. 
No credits beyond them, just us
alone, in one darkness or another 
traveling.
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Macedonian Nightscape

Janitors in a modern Macedonia, 
cleaning the land of dead dogs 
thrown away in sacks. Harpies
clawing down mountains in a fit, squealing 
from obsession's burning pitch.

Teeth of exposed nerves
chewing on trials best left for fiction, 
where hearts beat rivers
& schools never age
alongside dying fluorescent lights.

There is a spider on the ceiling, growing 
off my inability to loosen from its wrap 
of compulsions & migraines.
I see auras of silhouettes 
imbibed on retreating radiance.
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Whetstone

Twenty five years beneath people of hard stops, 
boiling water. Living as a whetstone,
as practice.

Every night I'd hear the front door shred, 
beasts wild from the scent of manipulation, 
slamming their eye's against the gashes
& I met them.

Twenty five years & their smell never came out of the carpet. 
There is no alchemy
in the foundation of our house, 
just a boy's dismissals, baked 
into cement & sand.
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Red Bark & Flowers

I remember in my youth
my mother brought me to a playground 
made of wood. I went back, years later 
found it renovated plastic. Somehow, 
that memory attaches to the crepe myrtle 
outside our house, the one that bloomed 
the day the dog seized up & passed
after too many calculated steps.
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